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better. by BlueStar is led by a father-son team,

passionate about building relationships with clients

to curate the best promotional marketing products

made sustainably and ethically. Our expertise in

environmentally friendly and socially just

alternatives to traditional promotional products

allows us to steer our customers toward values-

aligned options that are truly better.

 

We operate with transparency, so our clients can

make informed decisions about their purchases and

how they impact the world. We are catalyzing

change to develop a better business model that we

hope others in our industry will adopt.

 

Operating better. as a family business feels natural

for us. We live our own lives with care and

appreciation for people and the planet, and we bring

those same values to our work. We walk the talk, not

because we have to but because we know it’s the

right thing to do — and because we want to.

about



The Promotional Products Industry is

constantly producing new and innovative

products. Since the start of 2020 we have

seen an influx of environmentally-friendly

options! We are thrilled about this.  

 

There are thousands of options available to

customers looking for innovative marketing

ideas. At better. we pride ourselves on

ensuring our clients see the latest products

available to them.  All of the products you

will see here are new for 202o and are better

for the planet. 

 

We feel it's best to promote your brand

using products that will last. Not only

because they will have a long-lasting impact

on your recipients, but also because they

lessen the impact on our planet. By using

these eco-friendly products, we all do better.

whats new?



This bottle is made of double wall

18/8 grade stainless steel with

copper vacuum insulation for

ultimate conductivity to keep drinks

hot for 8 hours and cold for 24

hours. An on-trend, durable bottle

that lets your clients know you care

about the quality of the product

that represents your brand.

What it is.What it is.

CamelBak Chute® Mag Copper 32oz

Why it's better.Why it's better.

copper insulated bottle.



The Porter Bowl is a premium

ceramic lunch bowl that features a

protective silicone wrap, rigid

plastic lid and snap-tight silicone

strap.  A perfect way to provide

your clients with a beautiful, long-

lasting reminder of your company

that they can use wherever life

takes them.

What it is.What it is.

W&P Ceramic Porter Bowl

Why it's better.Why it's better.

reusable
ceramic bowl.



reusable straw.

The FinalStraw is made of 18/8 food grade stainless steel

and silicone material and is perfect for drinking cold

beverages. The stainless steel straws are eco-friendly,

environmentally responsible, and sustainable, as they are

reusable and washable. This product can minimize plastic

waste to help protect our oceans, rivers, and marine life.

A simple reminder to your clients that even the smallest

actions can lead to major improvements.

What it is.What it is.

FinalStraw 2.0

Why it's better.Why it's better.



These reusable utensils are made

of beech wood and bamboo fiber,

which reduce the need for

petroleum-based plastics. With

these sets of utensils, your brand

can cut back on unnecessary

plasticware.

What it is.What it is.

Gaia Bamboo Fiber Cutlery Set

Why it's better.Why it's better.

bamboo
cutlery set.



The Camelbak Rogue backpack

includes a 85oz Hydration Pack,

perfect for a bike ride, jog, or hike!

The Crux reservoir can be refilled

on the fly via the quick-release flap

on the front of the pack. Show

your customers that your company

is passionate about exploring the

outdoors with this backpack.

 

What it is.What it is.

Camelbak Rogue Hydration Pack

Why it's better.Why it's better.

hydration pack.



This 48" Automatic Opening Umbrella

is made from 100% recycled PET

material and also features a natural

wooden handle and tips. A recycled

product to protect your customers

from the elements.

What it is.What it is.

48" Recycled PET Auto Open

Fashion Umbrella

Why it's better.Why it's better.

umbrella.



Gemline 12-oz. Barista

Glass Coffee Press

coffee
press.

What it is.What it is.

Why it's better.Why it's better.
Brewing coffee in the

morning with this French

press can reduce

unnecessary trash. Zero

coffee pods, zero filters,

zero waste! An everyday

product that creatively puts

your brand logo in front of

cutomers.


